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Comparing organic to inorganic photovoltaic cells: Theory, experiment,
and simulation
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Charge carriers are photogenerated with very different spatial distributions in conventional
inorganic photovoltaic~IPV! cells and in organic photovoltaic~OPV or excitonic! cells. This leads
to a fundamental, and often overlooked, mechanistic difference between them. Carriers are
generated primarily at the exciton-dissociating heterointerface in OPV cells, resulting in the
production of electrons in one phase and holes in the other—the two carrier types are thusalready
separatedacross the interface upon photogeneration in OPV cells, giving rise to a powerful
chemical potential energy gradient¹mhv that promotes the photovoltaic effect. This occurs also in
high-surface-area OPV cells, although their description is more complex. In contrast, both carrier
types are photogenerated together throughout the bulk in IPV cells:¹mhv then drives both electrons
and holes in the same direction through the same phase; efficient carrier separation therefore
requires a built-in equilibrium electrical potential energy differenceBbi across the cell. The
open-circuit photovoltageVoc is thus limited toBbi in IPV cells, but it is often greater thanBbi in
OPVs. The basic theory necessary to compare IPVs to OPVs is reviewed. Relevant experiments are
described, and numerical simulations that compare semiconductor devices differingonly in the
spatial distribution of photogenerated carriers are presented to demonstrate this fundamental
distinction between the photoconversion mechanisms of IPV and OPV devices. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1544413#
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INTRODUCTION

The conversion of solar energy into electrical or fu
energy is becoming ever more important as the environm
tal, political, and physiological costs of our current ener
sources become more apparent. Solar cells made from
ganic semiconductors have been studied since the 1950s
have been used as renewable electric power sources in a
cations ranging from satellites to residential roof-tops sin
the 1960s.1 Recently, several types of solar cells based
organic materials have appeared, raising the intriguing p
sibility of inexpensive solar cells that can be made on fl
ible substrates.2–4 There are some well-known difference
between the photoconversion mechanisms in inorganic p
tovoltaic~IPV! cells and in organic photovoltaic~OPV! cells;
most obviously, that light absorption in OPV cells leads
the production of excitons~mobile excited states!,5,6 while in
IPV cells it leads directly to the creation of free electron-ho
pairs. This difference, however, has fundamental, and un
appreciated, consequences for the theoretical descriptio
the photoconversion process and for efforts to optimize
performance of OPV cells.

Here we review a simple and general theoretical tre
ment of photoconversion processes that is valid for conv
tional ~IPV! cells as well as for all three currently existin
types of OPV cells: dye-sensitized solar cells~DSSCs!;2 pla-
nar organic semiconductor cells;3,7,8 and high-surface-area
or bulk-heterojunction cells.4,9–12This treatment may also b
valid for quantum dot solar cells,13 although we do not spe
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cifically consider them. The OPV cells may be based
organic dyes, semiconducting polymers, small semicond
tor molecules, or on some combination of these species
all cases, however, light absorption by the organic spe
results primarily in the production of excitons rather th
free electron-hole pairs. To produce a substantial photo
taic effect, the electrically neutral excitons must either
created at~DSSCs!, or diffuse to, an interface where the
dissociate into an electron in one phase and a hole in
other: thus,the charge carriers are already separated upo
photogeneration.14 Exciton dissociation also can occur
bulk trap sites, leading to one trapped carrier and one po
tially free carrier, but this is often just a minor perturbatio
on the PV effect caused by interfacial exciton dissociati
Internal electric fields are usually not strong enough to ca
exciton dissociation: Given typical values for the exciton
dius ;1 nm, and binding energy;0.25 eV,6,15 a field of
.106 V/cm would be required to cause excitons
dissociate.16 We discuss the special features of the photoc
version process introduced by the interfacial excitonic car
generation mechanism: Most importantly, the different fa
tors limiting the achievable photovoltage in OPV cells re
tive to IPV cells.

We then employ a semiconductor device simulation p
gram ~SIMWINDOWS! to illustrate the significant difference
in photovoltaic behavior resulting from the apparently min
difference in charge generation/separation mechanism
distinguishes conventional from excitonic solar cells. W
compare the differences in charge-carrier distributions,
combination rates, and~photo! current density-voltage (J-V)
curves of the two solar cell types while assuming identi
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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3606 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 6, 15 March 2003 B. A. Gregg and M. C. Hanna
band gaps, heterojunction band offsets, carrier mobilit
doping densities, thicknesses, etc. This provides a dem
stration of the fundamental differences in photovoltaic b
havior between IPV and OPV cells in otherwise identic
devices.

Our discussion is at a general level: Although we m
neglect some details of specific devices in favor of the ‘‘b
picture,’’ we believe we have captured the essential mec
nistic features that distinguish IPV from OPV devices. In t
following, we always assume ohmic contacts for simplici
that is, there is no voltage drop across the contacts, and
ratio of electrons to holes at the contacts always remain
its equilibrium value. We ignore small effects such as De
ber potentials1,6,17 and assume there are no temperature g
dients~i.e., Seebeck effects are neglected!.

EXCITONIC SOLAR CELLS

A key difference between organic~OPV! cells and con-
ventional ~IPV! solar cells ~as epitomized by siliconp-n
junction cells! is the relative importance of interfacial pro
cesses. This difference is closely related to the charge
eration mechanism. Electron-hole pairs are generated im
diately upon light absorption in IPV cells under norm
conditions; that is, they are generated throughout the b
according to the exponential decrease of the incident l
intensity. In contrast, light absorption in organic materi
almost always results in the production of a mobile exci
state rather than a free electron-hole pair.5,7,18This occurs for
two reasons~Fig. 1!: ~1! because the dielectric constant
the organic phase is usually low compared to inorganic se
conductors, the attractive Coulomb potential well around
incipient electron-hole pair extends over a greater volu
than it does in inorganic semiconductors and~2! because the
noncovalent electronic interactions between organic m
ecules are weak~narrow band width! compared to the strong
interatomic electronic interactions of covalently bonded
organic semiconductor materials like silicon, the electro

FIG. 1. Illustration of the binding energy between a photogenerated pos
charge~hole! at the origin and a negative charge~electron! at the indicated
distance from the hole. Potential wells were calculated for a typical in
ganic semiconductor with an isotropic dielectric constant«515 and a typi-
cal organic semiconductor («54) assuming point charges. The greater d
localization of the carrier wave functions~wider bandwidth, lower-effective
mass!, and the narrower Coulomb potential well in the IPV case, commo
result in the photoproduction of free electrons and holes at room temp
ture. In OPVs, however, localization of the carrier wave function~narrower
bandwidth! and the wider Coulomb potential well lead to photoproducti
of bound electron-hole pairs, or excitons.
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wave function is spatially restricted, allowing it to be loca
ized in the potential well of its conjugate hole~and vice
versa!. Therefore, a tightly bound electron-hole pair~Frenkel
exciton or mobile excited state! is the usual product of light
absorption in organic semiconductors.6 It is a mobile, elec-
trically neutral species which, to first order, is unaffected
electric fields.

Electronic trap sites in the bulk can facilitate excito
dissociation into one trapped carrier and one free carrier,
this is not, in general, a viable mechanism for efficient ph
toconversion. However, it should be recognized that this p
cess does occur to a greater or lesser degree in all OPV c
The more fundamentally important process, and that wh
drives most OPV cells, is the interfacial dissociation of e
citons at a heterointerface into a free electron in one mate
and a free hole on the other side of the interface~Fig.
2!.2,5,7,14,18–21Except in DSSCs, excitons must first mov
usually via diffusion6,22 ~and/or relaxation to lower-energ
states in disordered materials!, to the heterointerface an
then dissociate~Fig. 2! by a mechanism that is not yet we
understood.6,16,22–24 The charge carriers are thus alrea
separated from each other across the heterointerface
generation. Given their usually low equilibrium carrier de
sities, excitonic solar cells under illumination are almost
ways majority carrier devices, unlike most IPV cells whic
are minority carrier devices. The energy of a thermaliz
exciton ~which is the optical band gap! is less than the en
ergy of a free electron-hole pair~electrical band gap!; the
difference being the exciton binding energy~Fig. 2!. The
thermodynamic requirements for interfacial exciton dissoc
tion are clear—the band offset must be greater than the
citon binding energy~Fig. 2!. But the kinetic requirements
and the role of interface polarizability, exciton transpo
rates, interfacial electronic states, etc., are not well und
stood. The crucial process of interfacial charge-carrier
combination is also poorly understood in solid-state O

e

-

y
a-

FIG. 2. Energy-level diagram for an excitonic solar cell with no band be
ing but a band offset. Excitons created by light absorption in both orga
semiconductors 1 and 2 do not possess enough energy to dissociate
bulk ~except at trap sites!. But the band offset between OSC1 and OSC
provides an exothermic pathway for dissociation of excitons in both pha
producing electrons in OSC1 already separated from holes in OSC2.
band offset must be greater than the exciton binding energy for dissocia
to occur.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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cells,25 although it is somewhat better characterized at
solid/liquid interface of DSSCs.2,19,26–32

Carrier generation and separation in IPV cells is als
multistep process, but the steps are different. Light abs
tion in IPV cells leads directly to the production of electro
hole pairs together in the same material. Since the two ca
types have the same spatial distribution in the same chem
phase, the photoinduced chemical potential energy grad
¹mhv @Fig. 3~a!# drives them both in the same direction~al-
though this is a small force in most IPVs!. Therefore, elec-
trons can be separated efficiently from holes in IPV ce
only by the action of the electrical potential-energy gradie
¹U, more commonly known as the equilibrium electric
potential-energy difference across the cell, or band bend
Bbi (5*¹U(x) dx at equilibrium!. In contrast to IPV cells,
¹mhv in OPV cells drives both electron and holesawayfrom
the exciton dissociating interface@Fig. 3~b!#, thus separating
them further. This is also true, but complicated by geome
cal factors, in the high-surface-area OPV cells discussed
low. In most cases,¹mhv complementsthe effects ofBbi in
OPV cells, while itopposesBbi in IPV cells. This clearly
leads to different limitations on the open circuit photovolta
Voc for IPV and OPV cells.

It has become increasingly apparent that OPVs requi
different description than IPVs. In 1990, we showed tha
substantial PV effect could be achieved in an electrica
symmetrical cell in whichBbi50.18 A kinetic model based
on the asymmetric dissociation of excitons at the porphy
ITO interface was developed to explain these results. La
with the use of carrier-selective~energy-selective! contacts
we achievedVoc;1 V in OPV cells in whichBbi50.33 More
recently Malliaraset al. developed a kinetic model for poly
mer PV cells that included the spatially confined carrier g
eration profiles.34 Brabecet al. showed thatVoc in polymer
solar cells was not entirely controlled byBbi .

12 Then, Rams-
daleet al. independently confirmed this result and explain
it with a model that included the effect of the asymmet
interfacial dissociation of excitons.35

Carrier recombination is driven partly by the same forc
that drive carrier separation and partly by kinetic factors t
are still poorly understood.25 Whether recombination occur

FIG. 3. A cartoon illustrating the difference in charge-carrier genera
mechanisms in conventional~a! and excitonic~b! solar cells. In conven-
tional solar cells~a!, electrons and holes are photogenerated together w
ever light is absorbed. Therefore, the photoinduced chemical-poten
energy gradient¹mhv ~represented by arrows! drives both carrier types in
the same direction. In the excitonic cell~b!, however, electrons are photo
generated in one phase while holes are generated in the other via inter
exciton dissociation. Carrier generation is simultaneous to, and iden
with, carrier separation across the interface in OPV cells;¹mhv therefore
drives electrons and holes in opposite directions.
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in the bulk @IPV cells, Fig. 3~a!# or at the exciton-
dissociating interface@OPV cells, Fig. 3~b!# it is always an
obstacle to efficient photoconversion.

INTERFACIAL CHEMICAL POTENTIAL GRADIENTS
AND PHOTOVOLTAGE-DETERMINING
MECHANISM

Conventional solar cells, almost by definition, all fun
tion according to the same photoconversion mechanism,
which is epitomized by siliconp-n junction solar cells. This
mechanism is so well known that the assumptions underly
it are sometimes forgotten and it is thought to be the o
possible mechanism for photoconversion. It has often b
applied incorrectly to describe OPV cells. Here we revie
the generalized forces that drive a flux of electrons throug
solar cell. This treatment does not make any device-spe
assumptions, therefore it is valid for all types of solar cel

The general kinetic expression for the one-dimensio
current density of electronsJn(x) through any device is usu
ally expressed as1

Jn~x!5n~x!mn¹U~x!1kTmn¹n~x!, ~1!

wheren(x) is the concentration of electrons,mn is the elec-
tron mobility ~not to be confused with the chemical potent
energym!, and k and T are Boltzmann’s constant and th
absolute temperature, respectively. An exactly analog
equation describes the flux of holes. The only assump
involved in this kinetic equation is that the electron curren
affected only by electrical and chemical potential energy g
dients; that is, that there are no magnetic fields, tempera
or pressure gradients, etc. Equation~1! is valid both at equi-
librium and away from it, both in the dark and in the ligh

The quasi-~i.e., nonequilibrium! Fermi level for elec-
trons in a semiconductor is defined as

Ef n~x!5Ecb~x!1kT ln$n~x!/Nc%, ~2!

where Ecb(x) is the electrical potential energy of th
conduction-band edge,Ecb(x)5U(x)1constant; andNc is
the density of electronic states at the bottom of the cond
tion band. Taking the gradient of Eq.~2! and substituting it
into Eq.~1! provides the simplest expression for the electr
current

Jn~x!5n~x!mn¹EFn~x!. ~3!

Thus, whenever¹EFnÞ0, an electron current will flow
through the device.

In the classical description of nonequilibrium system
fluxes are driven by forces.36 Equation ~3! shows that the
flux of electrons (Jn) is related to the~photo! electrochemi-
cal force (¹EFn) by a proportionality factor (nmn). Equa-
tion ~3! and the related equation for holes can be emplo
as a simple and powerful description of solar photoconv
sion systems. For example,anyphotoprocess that generates
nonzero value of¹EFn and/or¹EFp will result in a photo-
voltaic effect. This can be accomplished in a number of d
ferent ways, only one of which is employed in convention
p-n junctions. It is useful to break¹EFn into its component
quasithermodynamic constituents¹U and¹m to clearly re-
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veal the difference between the photoconversion mechan
of IPV and OPV cells. Equation~1! can be separated int
two independent electron fluxes, each driven by one of
two nonequilibrium forces¹U and¹m.

Jn due to the electrical potential energy gradient is

Jn~x!5n~x!mn3¹U~x!. ~4a!

Jn due to the chemical potential energy gradient is

Jn~x!5n~x!mn3kT/n~x!¹n~x!

or

Jn~x!5n~x!mn3¹m~x!. ~4b!

Again, these equations are equally valid in the light and
the dark. We employ¹mhv and¹Uhv to denote these force
in a cell under illumination.

The expression for the chemical potential energy gra
ent

¹m~x!5kT/n~x!¹n~x! ~5!

can be derived by taking the spatial gradient of the equi
rium thermodynamic expression,m5kT ln(n)1m0.37 Equa-
tions 4~a! and 4~b! show that the electrical potential energ
gradient¹U and the chemical potential energy gradient¹m
are equivalentforces. This equivalence is often overlooke
because of the predominant importance of¹U in IPV cells.
In OPV cells, however,¹mhv is often the dominant force
Since almost all carriers are photogenerated at the inter
in OPV cells, their concentration gradient~proportional to
¹mhv and the carrier diffusion coefficient! is much higher
than in IPV cells~with their spatially distributed carrier gen
eration, Fig. 3!. This effect, coupled to the spatial separati
of the two carrier types across the interface upon photo
neration@Fig. 3~b!#, constitutes a powerful photovoltaic driv
ing force. Thus,¹U can be'0, for example, and a highly
efficient solar cell can be made based wholly on¹mhv . This
is how dye-sensitized solar cells~DSSCs! function,19,32 in
which the mobile electrolyte permeating the cell elimina
the internal electric fields~see below!. In solid-state OPV
cells without mobile electrolyte, both¹U and ¹m must be
taken into account.

It is possible to make solid-state OPV cells based
tirely on ¹mhv , in which ¹U50 at equilibrium ~and we
simulate the behavior of such cells below because of t
theoretical simplicity!. In this case, however, the electr
field induced by interfacial charge separation¹Uhv will op-
pose further charge separation. Nevertheless, substantial
tovoltaic effects have been achieved in such OPV cells
which Bbi50.18,20,33

The maximum photovoltage obtainable in any solar c
at a given light intensityI can be derived from Eq.~3!. Since
¹EFn and¹EFp are the driving forces for the fluxes of ele
trons and holes, respectively, net current flow must s
when these gradients both become zero~ideal cells! or when
the electron flux exactly cancels the hole flux~nonideal
cells!. The maximum possible photovoltage in any PV cell
thus given by the maximum splitting between the qua
Fermi levels anywhere in the cell at open circuit.

qVoc,max~ I !5~EFn2EFp!max. ~6!
Downloaded 25 Sep 2008 to 129.8.164.170. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Any potential difference greater than this will cause the c
rent to reverse direction. An example is shown in Fig. 4~a!
for a simulated siliconp-n junction cell that exhibits almos
perfect behavior in which¹EFn'0 on then-type side and
¹EFp'0 on thep-type side. Therefore, the ohmic electrod
charge up to the maximum possible potential difference
the given light intensityI. ~The program used to calculat
these results is described below!.

The actual photovoltage in a solar cell,Voc(I ), is usually
less thanVoc,max(I) because of recombination processe
mass transfer limitations, etc.@Fig. 4~b!#. Under the assump
tion of ohmic contacts

qVoc~ I !5EFn,x502EFp,x5d , ~7!

wherex50 andx5d correspond to the negative and pos
tive contacts, respectively, of the solar cell~Fig. 4!. An ex-
ample of a solar cell exhibiting a less-than-maximum p
sible photovoltage is shown in Fig. 4~b!. This is a special
type of excitonic solar cell~see Fig. 5!, designed for basic
research rather than efficiency, in which there is no ba
bending at equilibrium except for the band offset (Bbi

50.3 eV), and therefore¹Uhv opposes¹mhv .18,20,33In this
case,Voc(I ),Voc,max(I) because the quasi-Fermi levels d
crease across the cell at open circuit due to recombina
~see also Fig. 8 below!. Equations~6! and~7! account for the

FIG. 4. ~a! SimWindows simulation of a conventional siliconp-n junction
solar cell at open circuit under 50 mW/cm2 illumination atl52.5 eV. The
quasi-Fermi levelsEf n andEf p are indicated as the upper- and lower-dash
lines, respectively. In this almost perfect IPV cell,Voc(I )5Voc,max(I) be-
cause¹EFn'0 on then-type side and¹EFp'0 on thep-type side. There-
fore EFn,x502EFp,x5d5(EFn2EFp)max, see Eqs.~6! and ~7!. ~b!. A less-
than-perfect OPV cell, in which there was no band bending at equilibr
~see Fig. 5!, exhibits greater splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels under t
same illumination because of its greater band gap, howeverVoc(I )
,Voc,max(I) because of substantial carrier recombination.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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usual logarithmic increase ofVoc with light intensity through
the logarithmic dependence of the quasi-Fermi levels on
rier concentrations@Eq. ~2!#.

In general, the photovoltage of a solar cell is a functi
of both electricaland chemical potential energy difference
The common assumption thatBbi alone sets the absolut
upper limit to the photovoltage~asI→`)5,17,38is clearly not
true in general. This assumptionis true, however, for a spe
cific photoconversion mechanism—namely, that which g
erns conventional solar cells. When both electrons and h
are photogenerated together in the same semicondu
phase, and thus have the same spatial distribution,¹mhv(x)
drives them both in the same direction@Fig. 3~a!#. To sepa-
rate electrons from holes then requires a built-in electric
tential differenceBbi . In this case,Bbi sets the absolute
upper limit to Voc becauseit is required for charge separa
tion.

Excitonic solar cells, however, are fundamentally diffe
ent: The charge-carrier pairs are already separated acro
interface upon photogeneration creating a large¹mhv @Fig.
3~b!# which tends to separate them further; thus, an inter
electric field is no longer a requirement for charge separa
and Bbi doesnot set the upper limit toVoc. It has been
shown experimentally in both solid state OPV cells18,33 and
in DSSCs2,32 thatVoc'1 V can be achieved under condition
where Bbi'0. Numerical simulations of DSSCs also ha
shown thatVoc is practically independent ofBbi .

39 When
experiments were designed to test the relative influence
Bbi and¹mhv in OPV cells,¹mhv was shown to be capabl
of overwhelmingBbi .

20 Although perhaps counterintuitiv
when seen in the context of conventional solar cells, the
that q Voc can be much greater thanBbi could have been
easily predicted on the basis of Eqs. 3–7.

¹m plays a role in the current flow of all devices, but i
importance declines as the equilibrium carrier concentra
increases@Eq. ~5!#. In metals, for example, the carrier con
centration is so high that no significant concentration gra
ents can be achieved; therefore, the second term in Eq~1!
can be neglected. In highly doped semiconductors, sig
cant values of¹m can be achieved only in the minority ca
rier density. One reason for the importance of¹m in OPV

FIG. 5. An energy-level diagram, at equilibrium, of the simulated devi
used to compare OPV to IPV cells. The only difference between them is
the OPV device absorbs light only in the ‘‘excitonic’’ layer, while the IP
device absorbs the same amount of light with a uniform absorption co
cient throughout the device. The contacts are assumed to be ohmic. App
mately 67% of the incident light is absorbed in the cell.
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cells is the very low equilibrium charge density in most o
ganic materials. Coupled to this, the interfacial charge g
eration process provides a strong driving force for cha
separation. Of course,Bbi still plays a role in most OPV
cells. For photoconversion to be efficient,Bbi must either
promote current flow in the proper direction, as it does
most solid-state OPV cells,3,4,12 or it must be neutralized, a
it is in DSSCs.2,32

HIGH-SURFACE-AREA SOLAR CELLS

Both DSSCs and bulk heterojunction cells have a hig
convoluted internal geometry that promotes charge gen
tion and separation, but that also makes them more diffi
to understand compared to devices with planar interfac
The same physical principles that apply to planar junctio
apply also to them, of course, but it becomes harder to v
alize the forces when the interface is nanostructured in th
dimensions. Since charge carriers are generated throug
the ‘‘bulk’’ in these OPV cells, albeit via interfacial excito
dissociation, it might be thought that they would beha
more like an IPV cell than a planar excitonic cell. But this
incorrect. Since DSSCs are the more mature and better
derstood technology, we treat them first.

The presence of;0.5 M mobile electrolyte ions perme
ating the entire nanostructured TiO2 film in a DSSC elimi-
nates all equilibrium or photoinduced electric fields with
screening length of;1 nm.2,40 Therefore, to a good approxi
mation, the entire bulk of the device can be conside
electric-field free, that is¹U(x)50. Furthermore, it has
been shown both experimentally19,32 and by numerical
simulations39 that changing the equilibrium electrical pote
tial (Bbi) across the device via changes in the work fun
tions of the electrodes has little or no effect on the dev
behavior. It was concluded that the PV effect in DSSCs
driven almost entirely by¹mhv .26,32,40

Illumination leads to electron injection from the ad
sorbed dye into TiO2 and hole injection into solution—again
the carriers are separated across the interface immedi
upon photogeneration. This, by itself, means thatVoc is not
solely determined byBbi . But the spatial distribution of the
photogenerated charge carriers in this case is essen
identical to that of the light absorption profile and th
¹mhv(x) will initially drive some electrons away from th
substrate electrode~at V,Voc). The initial values of
¹mhv(x) upon illumination, however, are important only fo
transient measurements; it is the steady-state values
¹mhv(x) that determine the PV effect. AtV5Voc, the
steady-state¹mhv(x) will be approximately zero throughou
the TiO2 as the interfacial recombination process balan
the photoinjection and charge redistribution processes.
major potential drop occurs across the TiO2/solution ~elec-
tron conductor/hole conductor! interface. When producing
power, that is, atV,Voc, ¹mhv drives electrons toward the
substrate electrode. The flux of holes to the counter electr
occurs by a similar mechanism. Therefore, even though
photogenerated carrier profile is similar to that in an IP
cell, the fact that carriers are already separated from e
other across the interface upon generation, and the fact
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bulk electric fields are eliminated, leads to a powerful P
effect driven almost entirely by¹mhv .19 It is worth noting
that the DSSC is still by far the most efficient of the OP
cells.

Bulk heterojunction cells have a nanostructured m
phology similar to DSSCs but lack mobile electrolyte. The
fore, electric fields must be taken into account. In the m
efficient cells to date, an electron conducting, nanoparticu
phase~e.g., derivatized C60

4 or CdTe quantum rods11! is dis-
persed at a concentration substantially above its percola
threshold into a hole-conducting polymer phase. Excito
generated in either phase dissociate at the nanostructure
terface. Electrical contacts are made from two materials w
different work functions, e.g., ITO and Al, and the associa
built-in field helps drive electrons to the Al contact and ho
to the ITO contact. As in DSSCs,19,26 it is primarily by virtue
of the extremely large asymmetry between the rapid inte
cial exciton dissociation rate and the very slow interfac
recombination rate41 that a substantial PV effect is achieve
Although much remains to be learned about bulk heteroju
tion cells, it is safe to say that¹mhv plays a role in them very
similar to its role in DSSCs, but modified by the presence
both bulk and nanoscopic electric fields. Therefore,Voc in
bulk heterojunction cells is a function of bothBbi and
¹mhv , as well as being strongly dependent on the interfa
recombination rate.

SIMULATIONS

Some of the experimental and theoretical factors t
distinguish IPV from OPV cells were described above. T
most fundamental difference between them is quite sim
involving just the spatial distribution of the photogenerat
charge carriers. Therefore, it should be possible to reprod
much of this difference in behavior between IPV and OP
cells with a semiconductor device simulation progra
To test this proposition, we employed the freeware simu
tion program SIMWINDOWS ~http://www-ocs.colorado.edu
SimWindows/simwin.html!.42,43 This program is designed t
simulate the behavior of conventional semiconductor dev
such as solar cells, vertical cavity lasers, light-emitting
odes, etc. It numerically solves the coupled differential eq
tions ~transport, continuity, and Poisson’s! that describe op-
toelectronic phenomena in semiconductor devices.
design, it equates light absorption with charge-carrier gen
tion. SIMWINDOWS is thus ideally suited to describe IPV de
vices; but in order to employ it to compare IPV to OPV cel
we needed to adapt it to simulate the interfacial exciton d
sociation process. Hence, we made the following assump
for the simulated OPV cells: Light absorption occurred on
in a 1 nmthick ‘‘excitonic’’ interfacial film at the heterojunc-
tion between the two organic semiconductors.~To our
knowledge, nohomojunctionOPV cells have been reported
probably due to the difficulty of doping organi
semiconductors.44! This ‘‘excitonic’’ layer was designed to
mimic as closely as possible the excitonic charge genera
process: We set the conduction-band edge at the potenti
the more negative semiconductor and the valence-band
at the potential of the more positive semiconductor~Fig. 5!.
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Excitations in this excitonic layer thus naturally lead to ele
tron transfer to the left, and hole transfer to the right in F
5, as well as to recombination in the excitonic layer.

To make the cleanest comparison with the OPV cell, t
excitonic layer was also included in the IPV device. But
the IPV case, the light absorption coefficient was set cons
throughout the cell. An energy-level diagram of the sim
lated devices is shown in Fig. 5. When illuminated, the lig
is incident on the left-hand side~lhs!. The doping levels were
set such that the bands in both the ‘‘n-type’’ ~lhs! and ‘‘p-
type’’ ~rhs! layer are flat at equilibrium to simplify the com
parison; both semiconductors have the same band gap~2.0
eV! and thus the band offset barrier for electrons~0.3 eV! is
the same as that for holes. All carrier mobilities are set t
cm2/V s. The only difference between the IPV and OPV ce
in our comparison is that the absorption coefficient isa
5105 cm21 everywhere throughout the 101 nm thick IP
cell, whilea5107 cm21 in the 1 nm thick ‘‘excitonic layer’’
of the OPV cell anda50 cm21 elsewhere. The amount o
light absorbed is thus practically the same in both cells; o
its spatial distribution, and therefore the spatial distributi
of photogenerated charge carriers, differ between the si
lated OPV and IPV cells. We emphasize that the simulati
are not meant to correspond quantitatively to any actual s
cells.

This is a reasonable, but still imperfect, model for ex
tonic ~OPV! solar cells. It neglects light absorption in th
bulk and exciton diffusion to the interface—the rate of lig
absorption in the excitonic layer in the model is thus equi
lent to the rate of excitons arrivingand dissociating at the
interface in a real OPV cell. So the important problems
exciton diffusion and dissociation kinetics22,24 are not ad-
dressed here. Light absorption in the OPV model produ
only electrons in one OSC and only holes in the other, exc
for the few minority carriers that are thermally emitted ov
the band offset barrier. So far, this is a realistic representa
of an excitonic cell. However, the existence of high conce
trations ofbothelectrons and holes together in the 1 nm thi
‘‘excitonic’’ layer of the model is not physical. In a true
excitonic cell, there is no ‘‘excitonic layer:’’ Electrons ar
simply injected into one OSC and holes into the other
interfacial exciton dissociation. Essentially all recombinati
is interfacial in a real OPV cell, while in the model it occu
almost entirely in the excitonic layer by the same mec
nisms~primarily Schockley–Hall–Read recombination! that
occur in bulk semiconductors. There is as yet very lit
known about the interfacial recombination mechanism~s! in
OPV cells, so the assumption of bulklike recombination
the excitonic layer seems, for the moment, as reasonabl
any other assumption.

The simulated photocurrent-voltage curves for the t
different types of cells under;1 sun illumination are shown
in Fig. 6. The IPV cell generates a weak PV effect. T
photovoltage,Voc'0.3 V, is determined by the band offset
the heterointerface,Bbi50.3 eV, because the band offs
rectifies the photocurrent: Electrons diffusing to the left a
holes diffusing to the right will ‘‘fall’’ over the barrier and
tend not to return. Thus, as usual in conventional cells,Voc is
limited to Bbi . Under applied bias, the current can ha
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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either positive or negative polarity in the IPV device becau
both carrier types are photogenerated throughout the b
The applied potential can then drive photogenerated car
in either direction, although it is more efficient to drive the
in the ‘‘downhill’’ direction relative to the band offset
~Fig. 6!.

The OPV cell generates a much stronger PV effect~Fig.
6! than the IPV cell because the charge carriers are gene
only at the heterointerface and they are already separ
across the phase boundary. This produces a large chem
potential gradient@Fig. 3, Eqs.~1! and 4~b!#, in addition to
the rectifying effect of the band offset, that drives the ele
trons toward the negative electrode and the holes toward
positive electrode. This beneficial force due to¹mhv , is
lacking in the IPV cell. Therefore,Jsc and the fill factor are
higher than in the IPV case, andVoc50.6 V in a cell in
which Bbi50.3 eV. Figure 4~b! shows the band diagram o
the same cell at open circuit. This simulation, and a num
of other experimental and simulated results,2,12,18–20,32,35,39,45

show that there is nothing unusual about obtainingq Voc

.Bbi . In fact, this is often expected for an OPV cell becau
the PV effect isenhancedby the interfacial¹mhv .

Under ‘‘forward’’ bias, the OPV cell shows only a ver
small current~Fig. 6!. This is a consequence of the low
doping density (1.43105 cm23) and of electrons being pho
togenerated only on the lhs of the device~Fig. 5! and holes
only on the rhs. When the applied bias drives the photo
nerated carriers back toward the interface~forward bias for a
p-n junction!, they can only recombine~their usual fate! or
be thermally emitted over the heterointerface barrier. T
very low current in the ‘‘forward’’ bias direction is due t
thermal emission over the interfacial barrier~the effective
width of which is potential dependent!. We have observed
such behavior experimentally in OPV cells~not shown!. This
is in contrast to the IPV device in which photogenera
electrons on the rhs and holes on the lhs produce a sub
tial current under forward bias.

In many actual devices, the very low-‘‘forward’’ bia
current ~Fig. 6! that is diagnostic of a low-doped exciton
solar cell is obscured. For example, if the excito
dissociating interface does not cleanly rectify the curr
~e.g., the doped SnO2 /liquid crystal porphyrin interface18!
there can be a substantial current under ‘‘forward’’ bias
cause either electrons or holes, depending on applied po

FIG. 6. The simulated photocurrent density-voltage curves for the two c
described in Fig. 5. Illumination as in Fig. 4.
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tial, can be injected across the interface. It may also be
scured by the dissociation of photogenerated excitons at
states in the bulk. This leads to the production of one f
carrier and one trapped carrier in the bulk, resulting in ph
toconductivity ~sometimes misleadingly referred to a
‘‘photodoping’’!. Finally, facile carrier injection from the
electrodes~observable as a dark current! can also obscure the
characteristicJ-V behavior of an excitonic solar cell.

The simulated dark currents for both the IPV and OP
cells of Fig. 5 were identical and were many orders of ma
nitude lower than the photocurrents~Fig. 7!. The very low-
dark current is a result of the low doping, the ohmic conta
and the lack of intragap states. Therefore, only carriers th
mally emitted from the ohmic contact into either th
conduction- or valence-bands contribute substantially to
dark current, because the equilibrium carrier concentratio
these almost intrinsic semiconductors is insignificant.5–7 In
such cells, IPV or OPV, one cannot quantitatively comp
dark currents to photocurrents,7 as is commonly done in con
ventional, highly doped PV cells. The number of photogen
ated carriers constitutes such a major perturbation on
equilibrium carrier density that the photocurrents are qu
tatively different from the dark currents.26

The changes in the simulatedJ-V behavior with doping
density were investigated. In the cells shown in Figs. 4~b!, 5,
and 6, the doping density was set such that there was no b
bending at equilibrium~except forBbi50.3 eV at the hetero-
interface! in order to eliminate one of the two driving force
for electron transfer through the bulk. The resulting dopi
densities (Na5Nd51.43105 cm23), although far higher
than the intrinsic carrier levels for semiconductors of ba
gap52.0 eV, are still lower than what is generally measur
for molecular semiconductors.5 It is quite difficult to dope
molecular semiconductors44,46and most of what appear to b
dopants in OSCs are probably either electron or hole tra6

Nevertheless, we simulated a series of cells like those sh
in Fig. 5 but with doping densities ranging from 105 to
1017 cm23, corresponding toBbi ranging from 0.3~the band

ls

FIG. 7. Simulated dark currents, dJs, and photocurrents, LJs, as a fun
of doping levels in cells like that shown in Fig. 5. The dJs, dot-dashed lin
are identical for both IPV and OPV cells. The solid and dashed lines re
sent the LJs of the OPV and IPV cells, respectively. 105 cm23 means the
doping density on the lhs isNd5105 cm23 and on the rhs,Na

5105 cm23. The doping level of 1017 cm23 corresponds toBbi51.7 eV.
Illumination as in Fig. 4. The data for LJ, 105 cm23 are from Fig. 6.
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offset level! to 1.7 eV. The doping density of then-type side
was always set equal to that of thep-type side, that is,Nd

5Na . Only the J-V curves of the lowest- and highes
doping densities are shown in Fig. 7; all others ranged u
formly between the two shown. The dark currents were id
tical for the OPV and IPV devices, of course, since the o
distinction between them is the spatial distribution
photogenerated carriers. The dark currents under forw
bias increased steadily with doping density, and the transi
between the region of exponentially increasing dark curr
and the linear region of resistance-limited current mov
steadily to more negative potentials. The photoJ-V curves at
the lowest doping density in Fig. 7 also were shown in
linear graph in Fig. 6. The corresponding curves at
highest-doping density show the same limiting photocurr
as at low-doping density, but much higherVoc and fill factor
caused by the greatly increased driving force for carrier se
ration. Still, the OPV cell has a higher-fill factor and
slightly higherVoc than the IPV cell, showing that two driv
ing forces for charge separation (¹U plus ¹m! are better
than just one (¹U), all else being equal. Only when th
doping density approached 1017 cm23 did the photocurrents
start to quantitatively match the dark currents, offset byJsc,
as expected for a conventional IPV cell. From now on,
results and discussion refer again exclusively to the lo
doped devices in which the bands are flat everywhere ex
at the heterointerface.

Figure 8~a! shows the individual carrier currents in th
illuminated IPV cell of Fig. 5 at short circuit. This quantity
directly proportional to the gradient of the carrier concent
tions in a cell with no electric field@see Eq.~1!#. There are
higher currents of electrons on the lhs and holes on the

FIG. 8. The simulated electron photocurrent (Jn , solid line! and the hole
photocurrent (Jp , dashed line! for both ~a! IPV and ~b! OPV cells under
illumination at short circuit. The simulated cells are those of Figs. 4~b!, ~5!,
and ~6!; illumination as in Fig. 4.
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because the band offsets effectively prevent diffusion
electrons to the right, and holes to the left across the het
interface. The total photocurrent density through the c
Jtot5Jn1Jp is much less than it could be because holes
photogenerated on the ‘‘n-type’’ side ~lhs! and electrons on
the ‘‘p-type’’ side ~rhs! leading to substantial recombination
The electron flux to the lhs electrode at short circuit is on
;2.5 fold higher than the flux of holes. In other word
;40% of the possible photocurrent is lost because both e
trons and holes are flowing to the same electrode where
recombine.

In contrast, Fig. 8~b! shows that the interfacial photoge
neration process in the OPV cell results in a very high deg
of rectification of the photocurrent: The electron flux to t
illuminated electrode is.105 times higher than the hole
flux. This is because only electrons are injected into the
phase via exciton dissociation, and the only holes presen
this phase are those resulting from thermal emission over
300 meV potential-energy barrier at the heterointerfa
Thus, recombination in the bulk and at the electrical conta
in these majority carrier devices is insignificant; the on
significant recombination occurs at the exciton dissociat
interface.

Recombination of photogenerated charge carriers is
bane of all solar cells, and it is usually what prevents th
from reaching their theoretical efficiency limits. The spat
variation of the recombination rates of the two types of sim
lated solar cells are shown in Fig. 9. As expected from
charge generation mechanisms, recombination in the
cell occurs mainly in the bulk, while recombination in th
OPV cell occurs mainly at the interface. Minimizing the r
combination rate is one of the most important endeavors
the development of any solar cell, and it is clear that ve
different procedures are required for IPV and OPV ce
Bulk properties are most important for IPV cells becau

FIG. 9. Simulated recombination rates vs distance at short circuit. Rec
bination occurs primarily in the bulk in the IPV cell, and predominantly
the interface in the OPV cell.
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carriers are photogenerated and also recombine in the b
Interface properties are most important in OPV cells beca
carriers are photogenerated and recombine at the inter
Optimizing bulk properties, such as crystallinity, is therefo
key to the performance of IPV cells; while optimizing inte
facial properties, such as maximizing the exciton dissoc
tion rate and minimizing the interfacial recombinatio
rates,22,26 are essential for improving OPV cells.

These simulations prove that a simple difference in
spatial location of photogenerated charge carriers, with ev
other parameter held constant, results in fundame
changes in photovoltaic behavior. This simple difference
mechanism is exactly that which most fundamentally dis
guishes IPV cells from OPV cells, as also described above
theory and by comparison to a multitude of experimen
results.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The photoinduced generation of a free electron and h
in OPV cells is simultaneous with, and identical to, the init
separation of the electron from the hole across the interf
This is a fundamental mechanistic difference relative to c
ventional solar cells, in which generation and separation
two spatially and temporally distinct processes~Figs. 2 and
3!. This results in different limiting factors for the photovol
ages of the two cell types. Conventional solar cellsrequirea
gradient of electrical potential to separate the photogener
charge carriers efficiently. Thus, the built-in electric
potential-energy difference at equilibrium,Bbi , sets an up-
per limit to the achievable photovoltage. In OPV cells, on
other hand, the two carrier types are already separated a
a phase boundary upon photogeneration. In this case,Bbi by
itself does not limit the photovoltage in an OPV cell; rath
Voc is also influenced by, or even controlled by, the photo
duced chemical-potential difference across the interf
Dmhv .

The importance of¹mhv in OPVs derives from severa
factors:~1! The interfacial exciton dissociation process th
results in a high concentration of photogenerated electr
on one side of the heterointerface and holes on the other~2!
the slow interfacial recombination process that allows
buildup of a substantial concentration of each charge ca
in its respective phase; and~3! the low concentration of equi
librium carriers that accentuates the effect of the photoge
ated carrier concentration.

In many articles that have discussedVoc in OPV cells,
the assumption is made either explicitly or implicitly th
q Voc,max5Bbi . The authors are then forced to explain t
often anomalously large values ofVoc by various mechanis
tic and/or thermodynamic contortions. But these proble
are caused entirely by the erroneous assumption
q Voc,max5Bbi . Although this holds true for conventiona
IPV cells, it is almost never true for OPV cells. We are awa
of no case in which the published data on OPV cells can
be explained by the simple and logically unimpeachable
sumption that the photovoltage is determined byboth ¹mhv
andBbi . This is expected theoretically for all solar cells.
may be overlooked in IPV cells because they function b
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mechanism that emphasizes the importance ofBbi , but in
OPV cells,Dmhv often plays the predominant role becau
charge carriers are photogenerated via the interfacial exc
dissociation process. This, we believe, is the most impor
mechanistic difference between IPV and OPV cells, and
must be taken into account in order to understand the O
cells and to optimize their efficiencies.

The device files and parameter files used in the simu
tions are available as supplemental material.47
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